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Please contact the Macpac Corporate 
Team for a quote or to discuss your outdoor 
equipment and apparel/uniform requirements.

Designed, tested and proven in the ultimate outdoor test lab — 
New Zealand, Macpac gear is engineered to take on the elements. 

If your job requires you, your team or students to spend time 
outdoors, Macpac will help you weather anything. Macpac's 
Corporate Team has more than 40 years experience in the 
outdoors, working with businesses and education providers across 
New Zealand and Australia. We can recommend Macpac products 
suited to your requirements or customised product to suit, and 
also provide advice on embroidery and repairs. 

We offer special pricing to commercial and education customers, 
including bulk purchase discounts – only available through the 
Macpac Corporate Team. 

About  
Corporate Sales



Sabre Jacket
Men's 113990 Black, Black Iris (Navy)   XS – 4XL
Women's 115225 Black, Black Iris (Navy)   6 – 20

Sabre Jackets are for water resistant warmth. They're ideal as an 
everyday piece, made with a breathable and abrasion resistant softshell 
fabric that's ideal in changing conditions.
It's laminated for protection under light showers and it has a water 
repellent finish to help repel moisture, but it isn't constructed to be fully 
waterproof. The soft fleece lining increases warmth and comfort.
The Sabre is a great, general purpose jacket for year round use and 
looks great with embroidery on the chest.

Also available in Mens and Womens hooded jacket and vest options.
Men's Hooded 113992
Women's Hooded 114996
Men's Vest 114129
Women's Vest 114130

Tui Fleece Pullover
Men's 119248 True Black + various  colours XS – 4XL
Women's 119249 True Black + various  colours 6 – 24

A simple choice when the temperature drops, the Tui range is for easy-
wearing warmth. Each style is cosy, light, and made from Polartec® 
Micro Fleece® 100% recycled polyester. This fabric is bluesign® 
certified, which means it was manufactured with the responsible use of 
resources. Raglan sleeves make layering easy, and the centre zips have 
soft chin guards for next-to-skin comfort.

Also available as full zip jackets.
Men's 119121
Women's 119222

Uber Light Down Vest
Men's 114099 Black + various  colours XS - 4XL
Women's 114100 True Black + various  colours 6 - 24

Made from a lightweight nylon outer with a water repellent (WR) 
finish that helps repel moisture and 650 loft RDS duck down for 
compressibility and warmth. The Responsible Down Standard (RDS) is 
an independent, voluntary global standard in the ethical sourcing of 
down and feathers.

Also Available in Mens and Womens Uber Light Jackets
Men's 114097
Women's 114098



Eyre Polo
Men's 119941 Black, Navy S - 3XL
Women's 119943 Black, Navy 8 - 18

Eyres are light, breathable and moisture-wicking. They're made 
from recycled polyester main fabric and the main fabric is bluesign® 
approved, which means it was manufactured with the responsible 
use of resources. Polygiene® StayFresh™ inhibits the growth of odour 
causing bacteria.

Also Available in Mens and Womens Eyre Tees.
Men's 119754
Women's 119756

Prophet Lightweight Rain Jacket
Men's 119190 Black, Reflecting pond (Blue) S - 2XL
Women's 119191 Black, Reflecting pond (Blue) 8 - 16

The Lightweight Prophet is a technical jacket engineered to help 
keep you dry in the mountains. An alpine staple, it's seam sealed and 
waterproof with a 3-layer Pertex® Shield Pro fabric that provides plenty 
of protection. This durable fabric is used in two weights to provide 
additional strength in areas prone to wear. 

It has a breathable membrane that minimises sweat build-up by moving 
moisture to the outside of the jacket, and extra underarm pit zips let 
you increase airflow when you need it.

Copland Raincoat
Men's 121464 Black, Ensign Blue XS – 4XL
Women's  121465 Black, Hydro 8 – 24 

The Copland Raincoat is waterproof and breathable after hours in the 
rain. They are made from a durable 3-layer Pertex® Shield fabric to 
provide waterproof and windproof protection when it's anything but 
sunny.                                                                                                                                               

An additional DWR treatment helps water bead and roll off the fabric's 
surface. Both cargo pockets have underlying hand pockets with 
drainage holes. Finished in our longest cut for extra coverage.



Mistral Rain Jacket
Men's 119671 Black, Navy XS - 3XL
Women's 119672 Black, Navy 6 - 24

The Mistral is all about maximum protection with minimal fuss.
It's fully seam sealed and waterproof, with a YKK AquaGuard® front zip, 
built-in visor, and flaps over the side pockets for extra coverage.
The hood, hem and cuffs are all adjustable for a perfect fit in light 
showers or heavy downpours.

This jacket can also be stashed into its own pocket for easy packing 
without getting your bag wet.

Jet Stream Pants
Men's 115221 Black XS - 2XL
Women's 115222 Black 8 - 16

Built for lightweight protection and packability when you need it, the 
Jetstream pants are waterproof, windproof and breathable. 
Made from a seam sealed, waterproof nylon fabric with our Reflex™ 
2.5 membrane for breathability and a water repellent finish for water 
repellency.

The waist is adjustable for a secure fit, and zips and self-fastening cuffs 
on the lower legs let you pull them over hiking boots. When the skies 
clear, they conviently pack into the back pocket.

Geothermal Long Sleeve
Men's 119180 Black XS - 3XL
Women's 119183 Black 6 - 20

Geothermals are classic base layers for New Zealand conditions. They're 
made from recycled polyester to maximise warmth and moisture 
management and a brushed fleece backing provides lightweight 
softness.

Flatlock seams and raglan sleeves ensure next-to-skin comfort, making 
this thermal top ideal whenever it's cold out.



Geothermal Pants
Men's 119182 Black XS - 2XL
Women's 119185 Black 6 - 20

An essential thermal base layer made from recycled polyester. Quick-
drying, warm, soft, and moisture-wicking.

220 Merino Long Sleeve
Men's 114747 Black XS - 2XL
Women's 114761 Black 6 - 18

This mid-weight merino thermal balances durability and warmth. It is 
made from merino wool for natural breathability and odour resistance 
and can be worn more between washes. Ideal as a base layer under 
jackets, vests, or on its own on warmer days. 

220 Merino Long Johns
Men's 114748 Black XS – 2XL
Women's 114762 Black 6 – 18

These long johns are made from midweight merino wool to increase 
warmth and durability. 
 
They're sewn with flatlock seams for comfort as a base layer under 
pants and shorts, and their merino wool content means you can wear 
them more between washes. 



Torlesse Hiking Backpack
114880 Carbon & Various W2, S2, S3 

A single compartment backpack build for 
backcountry overnight and multi-day hikes. Made 
from a combination of Cordura® and nylon ripstop 
fabrics as a lighter alternative to canvas, it features 
an internal base divider, ice axe/walking pole 
attachments, and hydration-bladder capability. Our 
adjustable AirFlo™ Flexi-Fit™ harness balances 
support and breathability. It has lightweight internal 
stays, anatomic shoulder straps, and generous 
3D Air Mesh ventilation. There's a combination of 
compression-resistant and soft padded foams for 
freedom of movement and comfort. Together they 
provide rigidity through the back panel to ensure 
effective weight transfer and efficient hiking.

Cascade 65L Hiking Backpack
114880 Slate, Forest Night S1, S2, S3

Built for challenging multi-day conditions, the 
Cascade is a classic single-compartment backpack 
with an internal base divider. Featuring dual ice 
axe and walking pole attachments and hydration-
bladder capability. Made with our AzTec® 8 oz 
canvas and durable Cordura® for rugged durability 
and weather resistance. Our Liberator™ harness 
uses lightweight internal stays, a top perimeter 
frame, and a combination of compression-resistant 
and soft padded foams for comfort and stability. 
They work to release lumbar pressure, encourage 
natural hip alignment, and ensure effective weight 
transfer. 

Also available in a 75L capacity — 114879 S1, S2, S3

Ravine Aztec Schools Pack
114859 Cardinal S2, S3 

A single-compartment backpack without any fuss. 
Made from our original AzTec® 12 oz canvas for 
superb durability and weather resistance. The fixed 
harness comes in multiple lengths to fit different 
back sizes, but the best thing about the Ravine is 
its utility. No bells, no whistles — just a plain old 
workhorse that can carry everything you need, day 
after day.

Available only by commercial order.

Torlesse30 Junior Hiking Pack
114184 Carbon  & Various ST

The Torlesse range is built for New Zealand 
conditions. This kids' hiking backpack is made 
from the same combination of Cordura® and nylon 
ripstop fabrics as adult sizes. There's a large main 
compartment for all their gear, a zipped pocket 
under the lid for small items, a port for their 
hydration bladder, and a walking pole loop. The 
adjustable harness is modelled off the AirFlo™ 
found on larger sizes for effective weight transfer. 
It features generous mesh padding through the 
back panel, a supportive hip belt and anatomically 
shaped shoulder straps for comfort. Perfect for 
overnight adventures and travelling light off the 
beaten track.



Apollo 2 Person Tent 
120823 Seaport 2P 

A popular staple for schools running a fleet for student use. A 
freestanding camping tent for three-season conditions. It's easy to 
pitch, stable in bad weather, roomy for one, or comfortable for two. 

Its Swift-Pitch™ design makes for a simple and efficient set up that lets 
you camp fly-free on warm, dry evenings. In wet weather, the factory 
seam sealed polyester ripstop fly is waterproof and ready to go out of 
the bag. It also has colour-coded webbing to make pitching easy. The 
tough nylon floor is PU-coated to keep water out, and it also has a water 
repellent finish that encourages water to bead and roll off its surface.

Polaris 3 Person Tent 
121089 Seaport 3P 

A popular staple for schools running a fleet for student use. A 
freestanding camping tent for three-season conditions. Easy to pitch, 
stable in bad weather, roomy for two, or comfortable for three. Its Swift-
Pitch™ design makes for a simple and efficient set up that lets you camp 
fly-free on warm, dry evenings. In wet weather, the factory seam sealed 
polyester ripstop fly is waterproof and ready to go out of the bag. It also 
has colour-coded webbing to make pitching easy. The tough nylon floor 
is PU-coated to keep water out, and it also has a water repellent finish 
that encourages water to bead and roll off its surface.

Nautilus 2 Person Tent 
114133 Imperial Blue 2P 

A tunnel tent for camping and easy hiking trips. Quick to pitch and stable 
in bad weather, its technical tunnel shape is reliable at the campsite— 
and on introductory trips into the backcountry. Our Swift-Pitch™ design 
makes for a simple and efficient setup that lets you camp flyfree on 
warm, dry evenings. When the weather allows, you can roll the back of 
the fly up and secure it for maximum airflow — and a clear view of the 
sky. In wet weather, the factory seam sealed UV75™ PU fly is waterproof 
and ready to go out of the bag. A durable Torrentwear™ XP tub floor 
provides a waterproof base that doesn't require an additional footprint. 
7001-T6 alloy poles offer stability.



Duolight 2 Person Tent 
118644 Citronelle 2P 

The Duolight is for minimal weight, optimal space, and excellent 
protection in three-season conditions. Our Multi-Pitch™ system offers 
year-round versatility, letting you pitch the fly and inner separately or 
simultaneously. The waterproof UV20™ PE fly is factory seam sealed, 
with silicone coatings on the outside to repel moisture and PE on the 
inside. A lightweight ripstop nylon tub floor provides a waterproof base 
and DAC Featherlite® NSL™ poles provide lightweight strength and 
stability. A central ridge pole and freestanding shape provide plenty of 
headroom and liveable space. 

Olympus  2 Person Tent 
114086 Kiwi, Spectra Yellow 2P 

The four-season Olympus is a classic two-person alpine tent. Its 
three-pole tunnel design is engineered for maximum durability and 
aerodynamic stability in high winds and heavy snow. Our Multi-Pitch™ 
system offers year-round versatility, letting you pitch the fly and inner 
separately or simultaneously. The waterproof UV30™ SI fly is made 
from a double ripstop nylon with multiple coats of silicone. A durable 
Torrentwear™ XP tub floor provides a waterproof base and DAC 
Featherlite® NSL™ poles provide lightweight strength and stability. 
There are two entry points with one large vestibule — complete with 
storm/snow flaps — for sheltered cooking and gear storage. 

Solstice 4 Person Tent 
119639  Navy 4P 

Stable and fast to pitch, this freestanding family camping tent provides 
space and headroom for up to four. A hanging mesh inner and three 
air vents reduce condensation potential and increase airflow. The PE-
coated fly and PU-coated floor offer weather protection and 7001-T6 
alloy poles offer stability. There are multiple entrances for easy access 
to sleeping areas, internal light loops, and a solar charging port for 
effortless camping.



2.5 Self Inflating Mats
115817 Salsa REG 

A self-inflating sleeping mat for 2-season comfort. Ideal in summer 
conditions. 

Aspire Sleeping Bag
120080 Ombre Blue or Posiedon LHZ/RHZ 

A technical synthetic sleeping bag designed for all kinds of camping. 
Now made using recycled fill. Aspire 360s are our warmest synthetic 
sleeping bags with a -10°C limit temperature rating. 

Ultra Light Pack Liner
111838 Yellow  

A medium-sized pack liner for keeping gear dry inside your hiking pack 
— ultralight and seam sealed.



Headlamp
115820

Go light and compact with the Macpac 90 lumen headlamp — 
comfortable to wear and easy to operate, it features both white and 
red LED lights.

Camp
Carts
120059

Get everything there and back in one trip on sports day.

Cooler
Armchair
117730

Designed for comfort, convenience and durability, this Macpac 
armchair is perfect for family camping trips or winding down on the 
weekend.

A3 Trekking
Poles
113343

Aluminium poles for hiking, walking, and traveling. Made in an 
extendable 3-piece design with EVA grips for comfort.

Whistles
119662

An emergency whistle to put in your outdoor first aid kit or to attach to 
your hiking pack.


